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PERCEIVED RISK AND DETERRENCE:
METHODOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS IN

PERCEPTUAL DETERRENCE

RESEARCH

RAYMOND PATERNOSTER*

LINDA E. SALTZMAN**

THEODORE G. CHIRICOS,***

AND GORDON P. WALDO****

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent refinements in the deterrence literature have recognized

that deterrence involves a perceptual process.1 This has led deterrence

researchers away from aggregate data analysis into survey research. 2

The latter literature is now voluminous, and has focused on the relation-

ship between perceptions of legal sanctions and self-reported illegal behav-

ior.3 As with the earlier, aggregate level research, the perceptual studies

indicated that certainty (risk) acted to deter illegal acts although sever-

* Assistant Professor, College of Criminal Justice, University of South Carolina. Ph.D.,

Florida State University, 1978.

** Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, Mankato State University. Ph.D., Flor-

ida State University, 1977.

*** Professor, School of Criminology, Florida State University. Ph. D. Ohio State Univer-

sity, 1967.

**** Professor, School of Criminology, Florida State University. Ph.D., University of Mas-

sachusetts, 1968.

I Waldo & Chiricos, Perceived Penal Sanctions and Self-Reported Criminality, 19 Soc. PROBS.

522 (1972).
2 Aggregate level deterrence researchers have used secondary data aggregated at the state

level (National Prisoner Statistics, Uniform Crime Reports). These researchers have investi-

gated the deterrent effect of the objective certainty of punishment (usually the average time

served by prisoners over a period for particular offenses) on crime rates. For a review see J.

GIBBS, CRIME, PUNISHMENT AND DETERRENCE (1975).

3 For reviews of the perceptual level deterrence research, see id.; Anderson, The Deterrent

E:ct of Criminal Sanctions.- Reviewing the Evidence, in LAW AND POWER: ESSAYS IN THE SOCI-

OLOGY OF LAW 120-34 (P. Brantingham & J. Kress eds. 1979).
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ity of punishment did not. The findings with regard to the deterrent

effect of perceived risk are not entirely consistent, however, in that the

strength of the reported deterrent effect varies considerably from one

study to another even for equivalent offenses and samples. As with de-

terrence research on capital punishment and the aggregate level studies,

the perceptual research has many methodological problems which pre-

clude definitive conclusions about deterrent effects. 4

The purpose of this paper is to highlight three possible sources of

the ambiguities in the perceptual deterrence literature. These are varia-

tions in (1) measurement levels of perceived risk, (2) types of punishment

being measured, and (3) techniques of statistical analysis. These meth-

odological problems and the interpretational difficulties they present

will be explored using data from a panel study of college students.

II. DIFFERENCES DUE TO MEASUREMENT LEVELS OF

PERCEIVED RISK

In a recent article, Jensen et al. have noted four approaches to the

measurement of the perception of punishment risk in prior studies. 5

These four approaches can be summarized as: (1) interval level/other-

referenced, (2) ordinal level/other-referenced, (3) interval level/self-ref-

erenced, and (4) ordinal level/self-referenced. 6 When perceived risk is

operationalized at the interval level, the responses are scaled along a

continuous dimension (e.g., estimated number of people out of 100 who

would get caught committing a given illegal act). When perceived risk

is measured at the ordinal level, the responses are in ordered categories

4 There has been a flurry of critical reactions to the most recent capital punishment

research. For the most part, these are methodological criticisms involving estimation, model-

ing and measurement errors. See Bowers & Pierce, The Illusion of Deterrence in Isaac Ehrlich's

Research On Capital Punishment, 85 YALE L.J. 187 (1975); Klein, Forst & Filatov, The Deterrent

Efect of Capital Punishment: An Assessment of the Estimates, in DETERRENCE AND INCAPACITA-

TION: ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF CRIMINAL SANCTIONS ON CRIME RATES 336-60 (A.

Blumstein, J. Cohen & D. Nagin eds. 1978); Passell, The Deterrent Efect of the Death Penalty: A

Statistical Test, 28 STAN. L. REv. 61 (1975). In a fashion similar to the controversy surrounding

capital punishment research, recent studies have raised doubts about the validity of most of

the aggregate data research, again on methodological grounds. See Greenberg, Kessler &

Logan, A Panel Model of Crime Rates and Arrest Rates, 44 AM. Soc. REv. 843 (1979).

5 Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs, Perceived Risk of Punishment and Self-Reported Deliquenqy, 57 Soc.

FORCES 57 (1978).

6 Jensen et al. use slightly different terminology to refer to these operationalizations of

perceived risk. Id. They use the terms quantitative/qualitative to refer to the inter-

val/ordinal distinction and aggregate/personal to refer to the other/self-reference object dis-

tinction. We find their language confusing, since the statistical measure of association used

with most qualitative measures is gamma, which is not traditionally understood to measure a

qualitative continuum. Furthermore, the use of the term "aggregate" in referring to the refer-

ence object of perceptions is not the accepted sense of the term in deterrence research. The

word "aggregate" is usually taken to mean aggregated, state level data. See supra note 2.
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(e.g., very unlikely to be caught, very likely to be caught). The other- vs.

self-referenced dimension reflects the object of the perceptions. Percep-

tions of the risk of punishment given to a generalized other comprise an

other-referenced measure, while one's estimate of one's own risk of pun-

ishment makes up a self-referenced measure. 7 The importance of these

measurement differences may be assessed by comparing the findings of

studies which have used different operationalizations of perceived risk.

Table 1 presents summary data from the published research on the

relationship between perceived risk and self-reported deviant behavior.

One feature of the literature seen from the summaries is the inconsis-

tency in the effect of perceived risk. In those cases where perceived risk

was operationalized with an other-referenced measure, the support for

the deterrence doctrine is equivocal. Using an interval level/other-refer-

enced measure of perceived risk, both Waldo and Chiricos and Teevan

found evidence of a deterrent effect for marijuana use but not for petty

theft/shoplifting. Jensen et al. and Kraut found no strong effect with

similar measures and self-reported shoplifting.8 When researchers have

used an ordinal level/other-referenced measure, the results have been

more supportive of deterrence theory, although again not consistently

so. Jensen, Grasmick and Milligan, Grasmick and Appleton, and Jen-

sen et al. all report findings consistent with the deterrence doctrine.9 In

the Jensen et al. study, however, the observed correlations are all very

weak, and a study by Meier and Johnson found no relationship between

an ordinal level/other-referenced measure of risk and marijuana use.10

More compelling evidence for the deterrence doctrine can be found

when the perception of risk refers to the respondent's estimate of his own

chance for punishment. Kraut (for shoplifting) and Teevan (for mari-

juana use and shoplifting) both found moderate and consistent relation-

7 Examples of other-referenced measures of perceived risk include: "all Canadians,"
"people who commit crimes," and "people who break the law." See, e.g., Jensen, Erickson &

Gibbs, supra note 5; Teevan, Subjective Perception of Deterrence, 13 J. RESEARCH CRIME & DE-

LINQ. 155 (1976); Waldo & Chiricos, supra note 1. Examples of self-referenced measures in-

clude: "your chances of getting caught" and "someone like yourself getting caught by the

police." See, e.g., Bailey & Lott, Crime, Punishment andPersonality: An Examination of the Deterrence

Question, 67 J. CRIM. L. & C. 99 (1976); Silberman, Toward a Theoy of Criminal Deterrence, 41

AM. Soc. REV. 442 (1976).

8 Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs, supra note 5; Kraut, Deterrent and Defmitional lnbences on Shop-

lifting, 23 Soc. PROBS. 358 (1976).

9 Grasmick & Appleton, Legal Punishment and Social Stigma." A Comparison of Two Deterrence

Models, 58 Soc. Sci. Q. 15 (1977); Grasmick & Milligan, Deterrence Theogr Approach to Socioeco-

nomic/Demographic Correlates of Crime, 57 Soc. Sci. Q. 608 (1976); Jensen, Crime Doesn't Pay."

Correlates of A Shared Miunderstanding, 17 Soc. PROBS. 189 (1969); Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs,

supra note 5.

10 Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs, supra note 5; Meier & Johnson, Deterrence As Social Control.-

The Legal and Extralegal Production of Conformity, 42 AM. Soc. REV. 292 (1977).
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ships with an interval level/self-referenced measure of risk. I I Minor

found equally strong evidence of a deterrent effect for marijuana use but

weaker support for shoplifting.' 2 Of those studies which have used an

interval level/self-referenced measure of risk, only one study, by Bailey

and Lott, found no evidence of a deterrent effect.' 3

The strongest and most consistent support for deterrence theory ap-

pears when perceived risk is measured with ordinal level/self-referenced

measures. As shown in Table 1, four out of five published studies report

strong negative relationships between these measures and self-reported

deviance, and the coefficients for these measures of risk are the strongest

and most consistent found in the literature. The strong support for the

self-referenced measure of risk validates an earlier observation by Waldo

and Chiricos that "perceptions of the certainty of punishment appear

most viable as a deterrent when they involve the potential criminal's

estimate of his own chances for arrest and harsh penalties."' 4

A brief look at the various measures of perceived punishment risk in

deterrence research suggests that different operationalizations of the in-

dependent variable can produce different substantive conclusions.

While the pattern of differences between the ordinal and interval level

measures are not consistent, it does appear that the other-referenced vs.

self-referenced distinction is substantively crucial. This lack of measure-

ment consistency may contribute to the muddled state of the literature.

The issue of which measure of perceived risk has greater salience cannot,

however, be addressed within traditional, cross-sectional perceptual de-

terrence research designs. Generally, perceptual deterrence researchers

have collected data at one point in time concerning respondents' current

perceptions of punishment risk and prior involvement in rule breaking. ' 5

Consequently, the possibility that prior illegal behavior affects one's per-

ceptions of punishment risk cannot be eliminated. 16 Teevan has sug-

11 Kraut, supra note 8; Teevan, supra note 7.
12 Minor, A Deterrence-Control Theor of Crime, in THEORY IN CRIMINOLOGY 117-38 (R.

Meier ed. 1977).

13 Bailey & Lott, supra note 7.

14 Waldo & Chiricos, supra note I, at 537.

15 Not all perceptual deterrence researchers have ignored the problem of temporal order-

ing. Some recent studies have attempted to address the issue of causal ordering by asking

respondents about their perceptions before they committed the act or what theirfuure behav-

ior will be. See, e.g., C. TITTLE, SANCTIONS AND SOCIAL DEVIANCE (1980); Teevan, supra note

7. The utility of these modifications of essentially cross-sectional designs has yet to be ex-

amined; they do, however, require dubious assumptions. In any event, with longitudinal

data, causal order is directly managed with less restrictive assumptions.
16 Cross-sectional analyses require the assumption that perceptions remain stable over

long periods. If perceptions of punishment risk before the behavior are not the same as those

measured after, then deterrence researchers may not be observing a deterrent effect. A

change in perceptions might arise, for example, whenever those who commit illegal acts, and

get away with it, lower their subsequent perceptions of the risks involved. This would result

1242 [Vol. 73
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gested that this "contamination" would likely be stronger for self-

referenced perceptions of risk than for other-referenced measures, lead-

ing to the erroneous conclusion that perceived self-risk is more salient to

the deterrence process.' 7 To compare adequately self-referenced and

other-referenced measures of risk, the effect of this possible contamina-

tion must be removed. A longitudinal data collection design is the pre-

ferred solution. With it, the effect of perceptions at one point in time on

subsequent behavior can be unambiguously examined. We employ a lon-

gitudinal design in this study, and relate perceptions of self-referenced

and other-referenced measures of punishment risk with subsequent

behavior.

III. DIFFERENCES DUE TO STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The manner in which perceptual deterrence data have been ana-

lyzed is another extraneous factor which may affect the results of deter-

rence studies. Table 2 presents selected components of the methodology

of nine published perceptual deterrence studies. These studies share

some measurement similarity in that they all used a self-referenced

measure of perceived risk. They differ in how the data were statistically

treated, however, and a clear pattern emerges upon examination of the

correspondence between the statistical treatment of the data and the

reported results.

The evidence of a deterrent effect is most convincing in studies

which report gamma coefficients,18 and weakest in those studies report-

ing associations with Pearson's r.' 9 This is due, of course, to the fact that

gamma, because it ignores tied ranks, has a lower standard for correla-

tion than does r. As a result of its computation, gamma will be lower

than Pearson's r for an identical set of data in all but trivial cases. The

use of gamma by most of the confirming studies within the perceptual

deterrence literature more likely reflects the inflation of gamma due to

tied ranks than any substantive differences in the data. Given that the

appropriate measure of association for perceptual deterrence is unclear,

reporting both gamma and Pearson's r for the same set of data would

in a negative correlation between perceptions of risk and behavior but would be due to the

effect of behavior on perceptions - an "experiential," not a deterrent effect. See L. Anderson,

A Longitudinal Study of the Deterrence Model (December, 1977) (unpublished Ph.D. disser-

tation available in Florida State University Library).
17 Teevan, Deterrent Esects ofPunishment: Subjective Measures Continued, 18 CAN. J. CRIMI-

NOLOGY & CORRECTIONS 152 (1976).

18 See, e.g., Burkett & Jensen, Conventional Ties, Peer Inbence, and the Fear of Apprehension: A

Study of Adolescent Mar'uana Use, 16 Soc. Q. 522 (1975); Waldo & Chiricos, supra note 1.
19 See, e.g., Bailey & Lott, supra note 7; Kraut, supra note 8.

1982] 1243
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METHODOL OGICAL ARTIFACTS

lead to fewer ambiguities. The research to be discussed herein will re-

port both measures of association.

IV. DIFFERENCES DUE TO TYPES OF PUNISHMENT PERCEIVED

A third extraneous factor which may have contributed to the ob-

served inconsistencies in perceptual deterrence research is the type of

punishment measured. The deterrence doctrine states that the percep-

tion of some type of punishment, if the risk of that punishment is of

sufficient certainty, will deter rule breaking. In empirical tests of this

proposition, different researchers have inquired about the certainty of

different types of punishment. In the studies summarized in Table 2,

the perception of risk was measured with a self-referenced measure, but

the types of punishments differ. In these nine studies, five different types

of risk were measured: the risk of being (1) caught, (2) caught by the

police, (3) arrested, (4) caught and convicted, and (5) arrested and

jailed. There is no a priori reason to assume that these five types of

punishment are equivalent, for researchers are mixing indicators of cer-

tainty with those of severity. When respondents are asked about the

probability of being caught, being caught by the police, being arrested,

being caught and convicted, or being convicted and jailed, they are also

being asked to respond to items whose hypothesized punishment differs

in severity.

If there is an interaction between certainty and severity effects, as

some recent research has indicated,20 then different types of punishment

in otherwise similar measures of perceived risk might produce different

results. This is illustrated in Table 2, where the strength of the relation-

ship between self-referenced measures of perceived risk and both mari-

juana use and shoplifting vary considerably. In each case where a

general measure of certainty of being caught is used, the evidence in

support of deterrence is moderately strong and consistent. When the

risk is that of being caught by the police, arrested, or convicted, the

evidence becomes more equivocal. Unfortunately, any comparisons

from the literature on this issue are confounded by other measurement

and analysis differences which were discussed above. To lend some clar-

ity to this confusion, we offer a less clouded examination by collecting

data from the same subjects' for identical offenses but different types of

punishment.

20 See, e.g., Anderson, Chiricos & Waldo, Formal andInformal Sanctions: A Comparison of De-
tenrenr Effcts, 25 Soc. PROBS. 103 0977); Grasmick & Bryjak, The Deterent Ect of Perceived

Severlty of Punishment, 59 Soc. FORCFS 471 (1980).

19821 1245



PA TERATOSTER, ET AL.

V. THE PANEL STUDY

A. METHODS

I. Sample

Our research is based on interviews conducted with 300 college stu-

dents randomly selected from a list of freshmen enrolled at a major state

university during the fall quarter of the 1974-75 school year. Originally,

587 full-time freshmen students were selected from a freshman class of

3005. Of the 587 students first selected, 205 had no available address or

phone number and therefore could not be located for the interview,

twenty-four of those contacted had scheduling differences which pre-

cluded an interview, and fifty-eight students were contacted but refused

to be interviewed. The final sample of 300 students were ninety percent

white and ten percent non-white, fifty-one percent female and forty-nine

percent male. These figures closely approximate the race and sex com-

position of the university population from which the sample was drawn.

Respondents were interviewed between January and June of 1975 (Time

1) and again approximately one year later (Time 2). At both measure-

ment points, subjects were questioned about their perceptions of punish-

ment risk and involvement in illegal behavior.

2. Dependent and Independent Variables

The dependent variables in this study are stealing or shoplifting

something worth less than ten dollars (petty theft/shoplifting), and us-

ing marijuana or hashish (marijuana use). These data were collected by

way of a self-report inventory which was part of each interview sched-

ule. At both data collection points, respondents were asked about their

involvement in these two acts "ever in the past" and "during the past

year."

Five different measures of perceived risk were employed as in-

dependent variables. There are two measures of the perceived risk of

arrest: an ordinal level/self-referenced measure, and a comparable ordi-

nal level/other-referenced measure.2 1 There were three other ordinal

level/other-referenced measures of perceived risk which varied the type

of punishment. One of these measured the general risk of getting

caught, the second measured the risk of getting caught by the police,

21 The ordinal level/self-referenced measure was based on respondents' perception of like-

lihood of arrest if they committed each of the two offenses. The response options ranged on a

five point continuum of: "very unlikely," "unlikely," "50/50," "likely," and "very likely."

The interval level/other-referenced measure was based on the respondents' estimation of how

many of the next 100 people in their city who commit each of the two offenses would be

arrested.

1246 [Vol. 73
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and the third measured the risk of getting convicted.2 2 Thus, the five

measures of perceived risk used in this research are:

(1) an ordinal level/self-referenced measure of the risk of arrest;
(2) an ordinal level/other-referenced measure of the risk of arrest;
(3) an ordinal level/other-referenced measure of getting caught;
(4) an ordinal level/other-referenced measure of getting caught by the po-

lice; and
(5) an ordinal level/other-referenced measure of getting convicted.

3. Data Anaosis

In the analysis, the ordinal categories were treated intervally for the

calculation of r and then collapsed into ordered categories for gamma.

When the data were collapsed, the dependent variable was dichoto-

mized (used marijuana/never used marijuana; stole under ten dol-

lars/never stole under ten dollars) and the five independent variables

were collapsed into three approximately equal sized ordered groups

(high, medium, and low perceived certainty). It must also be

remembered that since we have longitudinal data, our deterrent effect

will be represented as the relationship between perceptions measured at

one point in time (Time 1) and subsequent behavior (behavior occurring

during the one year interval between Time 1 and Time 2).

B. FINDINGS

Our earlier discussion of the literature noted several different opera-

tionalizations of perceived risk used by deterrence researchers. Earlier

researchers have suggested that perceptions of self-risk are more strongly

related to one's involvement in illegal activities than are perceptions of

risk for a generalized other.23 Tables 3A and 3B present a comparison

of deterrent effects for petty theft and marijuana use between a self-

referenced measure of perceived risk and an other-referenced measure.

As expected from the deterrence doctrine, there is a consistent negative

relationship between perceived risk of arrest and both petty theft and

marijuana use. More specifically, however, somewhat stronger support

for the deterrence doctrine is found when the perception of risk involves

the potential rule violator's estimate of his own chance of arrest rather

than the risk to a generalized other. For petty theft, the gamma value

for the certainty of one's own arrest is stronger than that for the cer-

22 All three of these interval level/other-referenced measures of perceived risk were based

on respondents' replies to equivalent questions. They were asked to estimate how many of the

next 100 people in their city who commit each of the two offenses would be caught, caught by

the police, or convicted.
23 See, t.g., Silberman, supra note 7; Waldo & Chiricos, supra note 1.
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tainty of generalized others' arrest (-.30 vs. -. 22). Utilizing the Pear-

sonian correlation coefficients, the observed correlation between per-

ceived risk and petty theft is weak in both cases. For self-risk the sign

for r is in the expected direction while for the risk to generalized others r

is positive. The same pattern emerges regarding marijuana use, where

both gamma and r provide somewhat stronger support for deterrence

with a self-referenced measure (gamma = -. 33, r = -. 11) than with an

other-referenced measure (gamma = -. 25, r = -. 07).24

This difference in the magnitude of the deterrent effect for the self-

and other-referenced measures of perceived risk is not as large as the

difference presented in the literature. The more substantial difference

found in the literature may reflect the "contamination" in the cross-

sectional correlations, where prior behaviors may affect current percep-

tions. This contamination may affect self-referenced perceptions of risk

more than other-referenced measures. Since we report longitudinal

data, our comparison is not confounded by such contamination. That

we observed consistent but slight differences between our self- and other-

referenced measures may indicate that the different operationalizations

may not be as important as has been suggested.

We examined the possible differential effect of prior behavior upon

self- and other-referenced measures of perceived risk by treating our

panel design as two cross-sectionals. 25 This was accomplished by corre-

lating behavior in the year prior to Time 1 with perceptions of risk at

Time I, and then correlating behavior occurring in the interval between

24 The data presented here also demonstrate no evidence of a differential deterrent effect

by offense type. It has been suggested that offenses, such as theft, which arouse considerable

moral opprobrium (mala in se) would be less affected by punishment threats than would ma/a

prohibita offenses, such as marijuana use, with weaker support in the mores. See, e.g., F. ZIMR-

ING & G. HAWKINS, DETERRENCE (1973). It has also been suggested that expressive acts (e.g.,
marijuana use) would be less affected by legal threats than instrumental acts. See, e.g., Cham-
bliss, Tpes a/Deviance andthe Efctiveness of Legal Sanctlions, 1967 Wis. L. REv. 703. Our find-

ings are consistent with others in finding no support for this distinction. See, e.g., Teevan,

supra note 7. The gamma values for the certainty of arrest risk for others are virtually identi-
cal for petty theft and marijuana use (gammas = -. 22, -. 25, respectively). A similar

equivalency is found for the risk of one's own arrest (gammas = -. 30 for petty theft, -. 33 for
marijuana use). There is inconclusive evidence for greater deterrence of marijuana use when
Pearson's r is the measure of association. For the risk of arrest of both others and self, the

correlations for marijuana use are somewhat larger than those for petty theft, although the
differences are slight.

25 The nature of the behavior variable allows for two cross-sections out of this panel de-

sign. Although behavior and perceptions were measured together at the same point in time

(during the Time I questionnaire administration in 1974 and again during the Time 2 admin-
istration in 1975), the behavioral items refer to behavior occurring in the year interval before
the measurement. The behavior actually occurred, then, in the years 1973-74 for Time I and
1974-75 for Time 2. This allows us to examine both the effect of the 1973-74 behaviors on the
1974, Time I perceptions (one cross-section) and the effect of the 1974-75 behaviors on the 1975,

Time 2 perceptions (the second cross-section).
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Time 1 and Time 2 with perceptions measured at Time 2. These two

cross-sections are deliberately "contaminated" and give two assessments

of the effect of prior behavior on current perceptions of self- and other-

referenced risk. We have called the effect of behavior on perceptions the
"experiential" effect. The data are reported in Tables 4A and 4B.

The data give some support to the contamination hypothesis. As

would be expected if there were contamination, the self-referenced

measures of perceived risk tend to be larger in the cross-sectional (expe-

riential) than in the longitudinal (deterrent) analysis. For petty theft,

both cross-sectional correlations for the self-referenced measures of per-

ceived risk are significant, and generally larger than those for the other-

referenced measure. Marijuana use follows the same pattern for the first

experiential effect. In this instance, as was true for petty

theft/shoplifting for the second cross-section, the sensitivity of a self-ref-

erenced measure of perceived risk to past behavior is clearly seen.26 It is

important to remember that cross-sectional analyses correlate prior be-

havior with perceptions, and do not indicate a deterrent effect. By com-

paring the experiential effect data with the deterrent effect data, we see

that the self- vs. other-referenced dimension of perceived risk is less con-

sequential for the deterrent effect than for the experiential effect. Since

prior deterrence researchers have in fact reported experiential effects,

26 In discerning this from the data in Tables 4A and 4B, it may be legitimately asked why

there was a difference in the magnitude of the experiential effect for a self- vs. other-refer-

enced measure of perceived risk in only one of the two cases for both marijuana use (the first

experiential effect) and petty theft (the second experiential effect). Here it is important to

keep in mind that the experiential effect reflects the effect of prior behavior on measured

perceptions. In our other analyses with this data, we have found that a critical factor in this

experiential effect is the novelty of the behavior, rather than the frequency. See Saltzman,
Paternoster, Waldo & Chiricos, Deterrent and Experiential Efct." The Problem of Caual Order in

Perceptual Deterrence Research (forthcoming in J. REsEARCH CRIME & DELINQ.). Thus, large

experiential effects are found in instances where respondents first commit the offense and

discover that they can do so without getting caught. The fact that the self/other-referenced

difference was found only for the second experiential effect for petty theft (lime I - Time 2

behaviors on Time 2 perceptions) may be due to the fact that there were more new petty

thieves between Time 1 and Time 2 than in the year before Time 1. In the year before Time 1,

for example, only seven percent of those stealing were stealing for the first time that year. Of

those who reported stealing during the year interval between Time 1 and Time 2, however,

17% were stealing for the first time. The "contamination" is greatest for the second experien-

tial effect, then, because there were more people engaging in the act for the first time and

getting away with it. A similar process can explain why the contamination is greater for the

first experiential effect in the case of marijuana use. An analysis of the pattern of movement

into marijuana use shows that there were slightly more new marijuana users (20% of those

using marijuana) in the year prior to the administration of the Time 1 questionnaire than in

the year interval between Time 1 and Time 2 (17% of those reporting marijuana use).
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our finding suggests that the contamination of personal indices of risk

may have led them to exaggerate the importance of self-referenced

measures.

In addition to exposing the differences resulting from the two levels

at which perceived risk was measured (self-vs. other-referenced), an ex-

amination of Tables 4A and 4B reveals some large differences in the

deterrent effect depending upon whether gamma or r is the applied

measure of association. If the data are collapsed and treated as ordered

categories, the evidence of a deterrent effect for perceived risk is consis-

tent and moderate in strength. All the gamma values are in the ex-

pected direction. Three of the four are significant. If the data are

retained as continuous and treated as interval level data, however, one is

led to a different conclusion. All of the r values are weak, and only one

is statistically significant. Furthermore, the other-referenced measure

for petty theft/shoplifting shows a positive r value. For our data the

difference between gamma and r is partly a function of the fact that

gamma ignores tied ranks and becomes inflated relative to r. The fact

that the data are collapsed for the calculation of gamma may also con-

tribute to the difference, since one effect of collapsing is to increase the

number of ties. Consequently, our results should not be startling. Of

importance is that in reporting the presence or absence of a deterrent

effect for perceived risk, deterrence researchers have reported only one

measure of association. Our analysis suggests that two contrary substan-

tive conclusions about the deterrence doctrine may be drawn from the

same underlying numbers, depending upon whether the data are col-

lapsed before analysis.

Tables 5A and 5B present data on the relationship between the

perceived risk of different types of punishment and shoplifting/petty

theft and marijuana use. It was suggested above that some of the ambi-

guity in the perceptual deterrence literature might arise because even

though deterrence researchers were measuring some form of the per-

ceived certainty of punishment, the character of the punishments dif-

fered. Different punishments might conceivably produce different

deterrent effects due to the mixing of the certainty and severity proper-

ties of punishment. Although this appears to be a reasonable conjecture,

most perceptual deterrence researchers have instead assumed that the

risk of any punishment is equally effective (or ineffective).

The data in Tables 5A and 5B allow a direct test of the validity of

the two assumptions by comparing four different types of punishment

[Vol. 731252
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risk.2 7 They suggest that the magnitude of the deterrent effect is sensi-

tive to the type of punishment risk being perceived. In the case of petty

theft/shoplifting (Table 5A), the gamma values range in magnitude

from -. 09 (generalized others being convicted) to -. 27 (generalized

others being caught by the police). In two cases, being caught by the

police and being arrested, the gamma values are moderately strong and

supportive of a deterrent effect. There is little or no deterrent effect for

the perceived risk of either being caught or being convicted. The Pear-

sonian correlations do not follow such a clear pattern; all r values are

positive, contrary to the deterrence doctrine, and the risk of being con-

victed is statistically significant.

The importance of considering different types of punishment in

measuring perceived risk is also conveyed in the case of marijuana use

(Table 5B), although to a lesser extent than was true for petty

theft/shoplifting. For both gamma and Pearsonian r coefficients, evi-

dence of a deterrent effect is strongest when the perception is for the risk

of being caught (gamma = -. 28, r = -. 09; p < .05), and weakest for the

risk of being convicted (gamma = -. 18, r = -. 06; N.S.). Unlike the data

for petty theft, the magnitudes of gamma and r do not vary appreciably

among the different punishment types. Gammas range from -. 28 to

-. 18 and the magnitudes for r range only from -. 04 to -. 09. Neverthe-

less, putting aside conviction risk, the data consistently show a deterrent

effect. It must be emphasized that had we used conviction risk as our

only measure of perceived risk, we would have reported no evidence of a

deterrent effect.

There are two interesting parallels between the results for petty

theft and marijuana use. As a corroboration of our earlier results, from

the same underlying data set there is evidence of a deterrent effect for

perceived risk when the data are first collapsed and the strength of the

association is reported with gamma. There is no such evidence from the

Pearsonian coefficients. For all eight values of gamma in Tables 5A and

5B the coefficient is negative, and it is significant for three measures.

Four of the eight r coefficients are in the wrong direction and only one of

the negative r's is significant. Secondly, in both instances the evidence

of a deterrent effect for perceived risk is weakest when measured as the

risk of being convicted (gamma = -. 09, r = .12 for petty theft/shoplift-

ing; gamma = -. 18, r = -. 06 for marijuana use). The finding of no

deterrent effect is striking when compared with the other measures of

perceived risk, which show generally consistent evidence of a deterrent

effect. In this regard it is particularly interesting that for both petty

27 This comparison is not confounded by variations in the level at which risk is measured

since all four are interval level/other-referenced measures.
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theft/shoplifting and marijuana use the risk of arrest shows the second

strongest deterrent effect though the subsequent procedural penalty,

conviction, shows very little effect.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper has pointed out three methodological problems plagu-

ing perceptual deterrence research, and has explored the significance of

these issues through a panel analysis of a sample of university students.

In reviewing the research on perceived risk, it was discovered that some

studies report rather strong and consistent deterrent effects while other

researchers find virtually no evidence of a deterrent effect.

Deterrence theory does appear to receive the most support when

perceptions of risk are operationalized with self-referenced rather than

other-referenced measures. Relationships between perceived risk and

both marijuana use and petty theft/shoplifting were stronger and more

consistent when risk was estimated with a self-referenced measure. We

also found the self-referenced measure of risk to be more salient for the

experiential effect (behavior --> perceptions) than for the deterrent effect

(perceptions -> behavior). This suggests that the larger differences in

the self- vs. other-referenced measures of risk found in the literature are

probably due to the greater contamination of the self-referenced meas-

ures in cross-sectional designs.

In addition to the manner in which perceived risk is measured, the

measure of association used in reporting the data also appears to affect

the substantive interpretation of the results. Indeed, we have found that

one may be induced to make entirely different conclusions from the

same data, depending upon the measure of association used. Had we

reported our results solely with Pearsonian correlation coefficients we

would have concluded, along with Bailey and Lott, that perceived risk

has little or no deterrent effect. 28 Had we only collapsed our data, how-

ever, and calculated the value of gamma, we would have concluded,

along with Burkett and Jensen and Jensen et al., that perceived risk if

an important deterrent.
2 9

The failure to find a strong and more consistent deterrent effect

with Pearson's r may reflect the lack of variation in the independent and

dependent variables in perceptual deterrence research. Statisticians

have noted that the magnitude of Pearson's r will be restricted if the

range of values of the variables being correlated is limited.30 The prob-

lem of insufficient variation is particularly acute for the dependent vari-

28 Bailey & Lott, supra note 7.

29 Burkett & Jensen, supra note 18; Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs, supra note 5.

30 H. BLALOCK, SOCIAL STATISTICS 0972).
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able in perceptual deterrence, involvement in illegal behavior. For the

most part perceptual deterrence research has been conducted on a

rather homogenous (and unrepresentative) population - young, pre-

dominately white university students. It must be recognized that uni-

versity students are a rather select subsample of the U.S. population.

Moreover, as a group university students consistently report infrequent

involvement in illegal activities. For example, in our study eighty-four

percent of the respondents had not committed petty theft and fifty-one

percent had not used marijuana during the year between Time I and

Time 2. In Silberman's study with a college undergraduate sample,

sixty-six percent of the students reported no shoplifting incidents and

eighty-nine percent reported no involvement in petty theft.3 1 In an ear-

lier study by Waldo and Chiricos, sixty-seven percent of their college

sample had never used marijuana and forty-three percent had never

committed petty theft. 32 In order to give their variables sufficient varia-

tion so that any relationships may be revealed, perceptual deterrence

workers should employ samples other than conveniently available uni-

versity students.
33

Finally, we found that the conclusions permitted by the data also

depended upon the type of punishment perceived. For petty

theft/shoplifting, evidence of a deterrent effect for perceived certainty

was found when the punishment being assayed was the risk of being

caught by the police and the risk of being arrested. Only weak evidence

of deterrence was observed for the risk of being caught and the risk of

being convicted. To complicate the issue further, somewhat different re-

sults were found for marijuana use, where there was greater stability in

the correlation coefficients across different measures of perceived risk.

For both offenses, however, some of the strongest evidence of a deterrent

effect was found for the risk of arrest while the weakest was found for the

risk of conviction.

In understanding why potential arrest looms so significantly as a

deterrent to our respondents but conviction does not, it is helpful to re-

31 Silberman, supra note 7.

32 Waldo & Chiricos, supra note 1.

33 The problem of a skewed distribution on the dependent variable has plagued percep-

tual deterrence research with other samples. In his earlier study of the "shared misunder-

standing" of belief in punishment, 56% of Jensen's high school respondents had committed no

delinquent acts during the year prior to the questionnaire administration, and an additional

25% had committed only one act. See Jensen, supra note 9. In Burkett & Jensen's study of

marijuana use, 42% of their high school students had never tried the drug. See Burkett &

Jensen, supra note 18. Similar distributions were found by Teevan where 71% of his high

school respondents reported smoking marijuana two times or less, and 64% had never used

marijuana. See Teevan, supra note 17. In their study of several thousand adolescents, Jensen

et al. found that approximately 64% had committed less than three delinquent acts. See

Jensen, Erickson & Gibbs, supra note 5.
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member that the sample consists of college students. It may be that, for

these generally "respectable" and predominately middle-class respon-

dents, an arrest would be just as costly in social and personal terms as

any additional procedural penalty. Such was the conclusion drawn by

Cameron in her study of middle-class shoplifters. She notes that after

apprehension and arrest, even without further legal action, "pilferers
stop pilfering. . . . The reward of shoplifting, whatever it is, is not

worth the cost of reputation and self-esteem."'34

As to why the risk of conviction consistently showed even less of a
,deterrent effect for our respondents than did arrest, we can only conjec-

ture that, for these college students, being arrested for an illegal act may

initiate "highly positive, supportive, and socially integrative" social re-

actions which would facilitate the actor's movement back in the direc-

tion of conforming behavior. 35 Not all social reactions, either real or

perceived, need result in expulsion from the group. Roman and Trice
have identified inclusive social reactions as a part of the normalization

of deviance. They suggest that such normalization processes-responses

on the part of a social audience which tend to integrate rather than

expel the rule breaker-are likely to occur where the deviant is "pri-
vately recognized as deviant but publicly acknowledged as normal. '36

An arrest can more easily be kept private than a more public degrada-

tion ceremony such as conviction and would therefore be less likely to

lead to social stigma and exclusion (or the perception of stigmatization).

In addition, an arrest might more easily be discounted by self and signif-

icant others as not indicative of essential identity, making more likely an
inclusive social reaction. To support this, Orcutt has shown with small

group research that, under conditions where group members generally

perceive deviation as not being a "symptomatic expression" of the devi-

ant's basic character, the deviant is perceived as an ordinary group

member, and social reaction takes the form of inclusive responses

whereby attempts are made to bring the deviator back into the fold. 37

The fact of criminal conviction, by contrast, may initiate more

powerful and consequential labeling processes, those which Orcutt refers
to as exclusive reactions.38 These reactions (or, again, the actor's percep-

tion of these reactions as a possible outcome) are the traditionally-con-

ceived labeling processes of social exclusion. A conviction is a more

34 M. CAMERON, THE BOOSTER AND THE SNITCH 151 0964).
35 Thorsell & Klemke, The Labeling Process: Reinforcement and Deterrent?, 13LAw & Soc.

REV. 155 (1972), at 400.
36 P. Roman & H. Trice, Normalization: A Neglected Complement to Labeling Theory

(paper presented at the annual meetings of the American Sociological Association, 1971).
37 Orcutt, Societal Reaction and the Response to Deviation in Small Groufps, 52 SoC. FORCES 259,

264 (1973).
38 Id. at 260.
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public event than arrest and is less easily hidden from public knowledge.

It may also be less easy to rationalize a conviction since a criminal trial

is a degradation ceremony which often is an assault on the actor's entire

character. 39 The culmination of such a ceremony may be that the devia-

tion is taken to be indicative of essential identity, evidence of the kind of

person the deviant really is. For these reasons, a conviction may be per-

ceived to be less likely to initiate inclusive and supportive responses from

others and more likely to lead to a wide range of exclusive reactions.

Consequently, the actor, in ruminating over the potential response of

others to a criminal conviction, may imagine sufficient negative reac-

tions to be partially convinced of the disutility of conformity.

The findings of this study do suggest that the contradictions and

inconsistencies found in the perceptual deterrence literature may be, at

least in part, methodological artifacts. Nevertheless, we report our fihd-

ings with caution, and as tentative observations. Additional research

should expand the preliminary work reported here. Perhaps the most

important issue on the research agenda should be the broadening of the

sample scope of perceptual deterrence research. For the most part, this

research (our's included) has been conducted on university students. Al-

though such samples are acceptable in the exploratory stages of any so-

cial science research endeavor, the findings from such a select sample,

however consistent, can only offer a modest contribution. The advance-

ment of our understanding of the deterrence process will therefore re-

quire that deterrence research be undertaken on groups other than

university students. An additional incentive for broadening the sam-

pling scope is that deterrence researchers may thereby solve the problem

of the lack of sufficient variation in behavioral variables. It may be de-

sirable for deterrence researchers to select either a representative adult

sample or a younger, behaviorally active sample for their research. The

benefits accruing to the deterrence doctrine of such work will be theoret-

ical as well as methodological.

39 Garfinkel, Conditions of Successful Degradation Ceremonies, 61 AM. J. Soc. 420 (1956).
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